“Your robot puppy is so sweet,” says Skipper. “Can I play your game?”
“Not yet,” explains Barbie. “I need to finish the design then work with Steven and Brian to turn it into a game.”

“We can all work on this together,” says Steven.
“Great!” says Barbie. “Steven, can you hook Skipper’s hard drive up to the library’s computer?”
“Sure!” says Steven. “The library computer has excellent security software to protect it.”

“We’ve got Skipper’s assignment from the hard drive!” exclaims Steven.
“Fantastic!” says Barbie. “Let me get her other files as well!”
“Great! Now we’ve got everything,” says Steven. “Now let’s retrieve the files from your hard drive. Both laptops will be good as new in no time!”

The next morning Barbie gives her sister a big surprise.
Skipper turns on her laptop – and it works!
“My lost assignment!” cries Skipper. “You are just too cool, Barbie. You fixed my computer and saved my homework!
“I set up new security software on both laptops to make sure this doesn’t happen again,” exclaims Barbie.
Skipper gives Barbie a huge hug.